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It was our pleasure to welcome all students and teachers, both new and old, to the Austin Heights community.
We have more than a hundred new students and fifteen new teachers joining us this new term. It is our hope
that the new students will settle in quickly and feel comfortable in the Austin Heights family. For the new teachers,
we are confident that they will contribute to the betterment of the school with their expertise in their respective
fields.
All teachers came back on 17 August to attend meetings and trainings. They had to make the necessary
preparation to ensure that everything was in place to start off the new academic year. We were excited to receive
the students back to the classroom again after a long break.
An Orientation session was held on 18 August to brief the new students and their parents. We hoped they would
be able to adapt to the new school environment in the shortest time possible.
We are delighted to inform that many of our students have made themselves, their parents and the school proud
by achieving excellent results in the recent June 2015 Series IGCSE examination. Five of our students scored
all A* or A for the subjects they sat in the examination. Five other students missed by one subject and another
five of them missed by two subjects. Many of them (about 33 % of them) scored either A or A* for the subjects
they sat. We would like to extend our congratulations to all the students on their success. The School
Management Board, in wanting to share the joy of their success with all other students, presented the high
achiever students at the first assembly for the new term with a congratulatory letter and a token of appreciation
by the School Chairman, Dato Steve Chong and the CEO of the School, Datin Low Peck Tim.
We hope the present Year 11 students will plan and work towards the targets they wish to achieve in the IGCSE
June 2016 Series. We believe everyone has the potential to achieve good results just like those who have done
well. They just have to keep working hard and be focused on their studies.
We also introduced some new CCA activities this term which include Free Style Football, Golf, Robotics Club
and Cadet Reporter Club. The school encourages all students to participate in CCA. Students are only exempted
for health reasons.
We urge all our students to actively participate in all the interesting and challenging activities we have prepared
for them this new term.
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IGCSE 2015 JUNE SERIES RESULTS
The IGCSE (Year 11 Cambridge O Level) June 2015 Series results were released on 12 August 2015. We take
this opportunity to congratulate all our 80 students who sat for the IGCSE examinations. Their results were
excellent with 94.98% passes in all the subjects, 32.28% of the entries achieving A* or A grades, and 70.59%
achieving grade A*- C.
Five students performed exceptionally well, namely, Lim Yie Yeng, Andrea Stothard, Christy Cheng, Irwin Lua
Wei Hann and Cassandra Clara Ramadass, all of whom scored A’s in every subject they sat for. Benjamin Hon
Qi-En, Muhammad Najid Bin Nasser, Kek Jye Chyi, Amira Hanis Binti Amir and Kok J Min missed the perfect
score of all A’s by a single subject. All these students received a special cash reward from the School Board
during the assembly for their outstanding achievements.
Our Year 10 students who sat for the IGCSE examinations June 2015 Series in Foreign Language Malay and
Foreign Language Mandarin-Chinese or First Language Chinese also excelled with 50.40% of these students
achieved an A* or A grade with 100% passes in these three syllabuses – an excellent result overall.
Congratulations to all! Although education is more than examination results, it is always gratifying to have
obtained success in such endeavours.
The School Management Board would like to express its appreciation to all the Year 10 and Year 11 teachers
for all the guidance, advice and encouragement given to these students. We also congratulate these students
for having made themselves, their parents and the school proud.

Congratulations to IGCSE June 2015 Top Scorers

Lim Yie Yeng
10A’s (8A*)

Irwin Lua Wei Hann
9A’s (6A*)

Cassandra Clara
Ramadass
8A’s (6A*)

‘I helped in the school events and
activities and I learned a lot
beyond the subjects and
knowledge gained from classes. I
have become more mature and I
learned to stretch myself to try to
achieve my potential.”

“I learned to speak and write
fluently in English. In the past,
when I was in the Primary school, I
could hardly speak proper English.
I also value the time I spent with
friends during times such as Sports
Day.”

“The most rewarding experience will be
the memories my best friends and I
created through our times together. I
came to realise that learning together is
in fact the most powerful way to grow.”
Andrea Stothard
9A’s (6A*)

“As a school prefect, I had the
opportunity to help out during
International Day as an ambassador. It
was an enriching experience indeed.”
Christy Cheng
9A’s (5A*)

“I love Austin Heights, the
environment, the teachers, the
facilities, the curriculum and the
system … everything about the
school interests me. I will miss this
school which had produced a
better me.”
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Some of our other high achievers are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Benjamin Hon Qi-En
Muhammad Najid Bin Nasser
Kek Jye Chyi
Amira Hanis Binti Amir
Yeo Chuen Eik
Farah Diana Binti Mohamed Faizal
Chan Zun Jie
Kok J Min
Chay Gao Peng
Gan Jia Jing
Teh Run Xun
Anna Chan Tao Yi
Sim Jun Chao
Ashvini Sivakumar
Janice Voo Ning Wei
Lee Yong Teng
Lim Wen Xin
Wai Zhu Wen
Heng Chin Yee
Agnes Tan Le Xian

8A’s (8A*)
8A’s (6A*)
8A’s (6A*)
7A’s (3A*)
7A’s (5A*)
7A’s (4A*)
7A’s (1A*)
7A’s (1A*)
7A’s (5A*)
7A’s (3A*)
6A’s (1A*)
6A’s (1A*)
5A’s (2A*)
5A’s (2A*)
5A’s (1A*)
4A’s (1A*)
4A’s
4A’s
4A’s
4A’s
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ORIENTATION DAY FOR NEW STUDENTS
All the new students, together with their parents, were
invited to attend an orientation session held on 18 August
at the school hall.
The orientation was chaired by the Principal, Mr Lui Lai
Nam, joined by the two Vice Principals, Mr Suresh and
Mrs Gan. The founder of the school, Dato’ Steve Chong,
and the CEO, Datin Low Peck Tim, were also present as
guests-of-honour.

The orientation was to brief the new students and their parents on the rules and regulations of the school
as well as the academic expectations. All the homeroom tutors were introduced by the Principal to the
audience at the end of the session.
The session ended with light refreshments where the new students, their parents and the teachers enjoyed
informal chats over a cup of tea and sandwiches.
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CO-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES /EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES/
SCHOOL TEAMS
As part of the holistic education system of Austin Heights International School, we will continue to offer
educative, fun and challenging co-curricular activities [CCA]. This year, we offer new CCAs such as Robotics,
Freestyle Football, English Language Club, Cadet Reporter Club and string instrument lessons.

Extra - curricular activities [ECA] are offered on Friday afternoons. We also have golf lessons which will be
conducted at Austin Heights Golf & Country Resort at Taman Mount Austin. Transport is provided.
This year, the school will offer a comprehensive training programme for our school teams. The selection
process will be announced in the beginning of Term 1, 2015-2016 and training will commence after that.
Students who are selected for the school team must be prepared to commit fully for training and practice.
The school urges all students to participate actively in all the activities mentioned above and seeks the
parents’ cooperation in ensuring high achievements in these activities.
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INSET & NEW STAFF

A one-week INSET was conducted on 17 – 21 August 2015. Teachers attended meetings and trainings over the
whole week. We aimed to further improve the quality of education in AH for the benefit of all our students.
We also welcome the following new staff to Austin Heights International School:
Name

Qualification

Ms Tan Lian Huay

Master Degree in Business Administration

Ms Nurulhuda Binti Zaihan

Master Degree in Environmental Science

Ms Kalaiarasi A/P Sivakumaran

Master Degree in IT & Management

Ms Chiang Shaur Yunn

Master Degree in Educational Management

Ms Lee Gaik Wah

Bachelor in Education (TESL) Hons. with Distinction

Mr Lee Shing Chang

Bachelor Degree in Electrical Engineering

Ms Nanthini A/P Rajagopalu

Bachelor of Education (Honours) TESL

Ms Wong Ying Xin

Bachelor Degree of Science and Computer with Education

Ms Loh Xin Rhung

Bachelor Degree in Chemistry

Ms Nurllyana Binti Mohd Zaini

Bachelor Degree in Landscape Architecture

Ms Liang Yun Chinn

Bachelor Degree of Electrical and Electronic Engineering

Mr Cheong Jie Keat

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) Mechanical

Ms Nurul Hanani Binti Ahmad Fuad

Bachelor Degree in Physics

Ms Tanudsa A/P Gunasekaran

Bachelor of Science (Honours)

Ms Shalbanaah A/P Palani

Bachelor Degree in TESL (Honours)
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PARENT PORTAL
Parent Portal was successfully launched in January 2015 with the aim of enabling parents to know the latest
happenings and activities going on in the school as well as to enable them to keep in touch with the school
from home, at their own convenience. From then onwards, all information and messages from school to
parents are delivered through the Parent Portal.
We believe communication through Parent Portal is more efficient and also eco-friendly. Therefore, as of
this academic year onwards, the school will no longer prepare hardcopy documents to convey messages to
parents. All parents are encouraged to login to their respective Parent Portal to view the information or
messages from the school.

Guidelines to Activate Parent Portal User Account

STEP

01

Provide the school with your email address for creation of
user account.

You will receive an email/ letter from school with a
temporary password and link to create a user account in
Parent’s Portal.

STEP

03

Log in to https://slims.austinheights.edu.my/ and enter
the login details provided in your email.

05

02

Click the link provided in your email and enter the
following details:
1. Your email address
2. Temporary password.
3. Your child’s date of birth.

An email will be sent to you with your login details for
creation of your own password.

STEP

STEP

STEP

04

Enter your own password.
Congratulations! You have now successfully completed
the Parents’ Portal user account creation.
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ANNOUNCEMENT
New Set Meal Programme for Primary & Secondary School
As announced in our previous newsletter, effective Term 1, 2015-2016, the school will be implementing a
new set meal programme for all primary and secondary students. Primary students from Year 3 – Year 6
who have signed up for the fixed set meal will be taking two meals per day. They will get to choose either
an Asian or Western meal at the school cafeteria on first-come-first-served basis each day. While secondary
students are required to order their meals up-front on one full month basis to ensure better food
management and canteen operation.
Parent Portal
This academic year onwards, all information and messages from school to parents are delivered through
the Parent Portal. The following information are uploaded in the Parent Portal for their viewing:
 Term 1 Curriculum Plan
 Term 1 Timetable
 IPC Theme Term 1A

GENTLE REMINDERS:
Homework Diary
All students have a Homework Diary which is a means of regular communication between the school and parents.
Students are required to bring along the diary to each lesson.

Co-Curricular Activities (CCA) & Extra Curricular Activities (ECA)
The school will issue CCA & ECA registration forms to students in the first week of school.
The registration forms must be duly signed by parents and submitted to the School’s Administration Office
within the deadline stated in the form. For paid CCAs, payment will be due upon issuance of the invoice and
must be settled within the deadline for payment. Any delay in the payment will result in the student being
transferred to a non-paid CCA.
Students’ Personal Property - Lockers
All students from Year 3 - Year 11 are allocated a locker each for them to keep their personal possessions.
The locker number will change every new academic year. Parents are advised to provide your child with a
key-operated padlock to secure the locker. A duplicate key must also be kept at home in the event of loss.
Year Book 2015
Year book 2014/2015 will be distributed to students who have purchased the year book in the 2nd week of
school for their reading pleasure.
Punctuality
It is important that all students arrive at the school on time every morning so that they will not miss any or
part of their lessons. In this regard, please ensure that your child arrives at the school not later than 8.00
am every school day. Please take note that lateness will affect your child’s learning.
Leaving School Early
For safety as well as educational reasons, students are not allowed to leave the school before the normal
end of the school day. If, for some unavoidable reason, your child needs to leave earlier, please inform
the class teacher by letter or write a note in the Student Diary. The child will be given an ‘Exit Pass’ by the
Admin Office to be given to the guard on duty before leaving school.
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Update of Parent’s Contact Information
Please remember to keep the school informed of any changes to your contact details e.g. telephone number,
e-mail address and emergency contact.

KEY DATES FOR THE TERM
Date
24 August 2015
14 September 2015
19 September 2015
23 September 2015
24 September 2015

Event
Term 1 Starts
One Malaysia Celebration
Meet & Greet (Primary 1 – Primary 6)
Parent Support Group Meeting
Mid-Autumn Celebration
Public & School Holiday (Hari Raya Haji)
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